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At a Glance Chart Summary
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Introduction
Welcome to your in-depth Life Path and Destiny report Albert.
The following Life Path and Destiny report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically
precise positions of the planets and the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It
provides you with insights into your character and personal life potentials by indicating the strengths
you have and the challenges you experience in life.
This in-depth report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your identity,
emotions, mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career potentialities and so
on.
In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions of your
character. This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory facets to their
personality.
Mathematicians have calculated that there is just a 1 in 46,656,000 chance of someone sharing the
same Degree of the zodiac for their Sun, Ascendant and Moon, so you really are unique in every
sense of the world. Embedded within your natal chart is your own unique blueprint, your cosmic
DNA that provides the key to unlocking your true potential and finding happiness and contentment
along the way.

Overview of your Chart
The combination of Pisces Sun and Sagittarius Moon makes you a confident, progressive thinker,
naturally inclined towards cutting edge thought. Your vision, foresight and expressiveness ensure
that you are a great influence on those you come into contact with, and society as a whole. You
think in broad terms, in either scientific or social matters. You are given to abstract thought, which
with formal education elevates you to the upper echelons of thinkers in areas such as science,
sociology and literature. You command respect and authority.
You are a highly expansive person but you need to be careful that you don’t spread your energies
too thinly. You need to focus on one area of expertise and master it. You sensitive, perceptive and
possess an intuitive wisdom. Everything you do has a certain spiritual quality about it and you
connect with symbols and symbolism on many levels. You are an idealist through and through and
aim to contribute to the betterment of society on a grand scale.
The next step the astrologer takes is to split your birth chart into four equal quadrants down the
meridian and along the horizon. By counting the number of planets in each quadrant it is possible to
gain more insight into your future prospects.
If the upper two quadrants (i.e. above the horizon) contains a larger number of planets as it does in
your case, then this suggests you are an outgoing and objective person who has the capacity to
easily rise above the position they were born to and will do well in their chosen career.
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The planets on the left hand side of your natal chart wheel are called ‘Rising’ planets and the planets
on the right hand side of your chart wheel are called ‘Setting’ planets.
You have a predominance of rising planets (i.e. on the left side of your chart wheel) which indicates
that you are a person with a strong free will who will be in charge of your life. This kind of placement
is often referred to as a sowing incarnation; your focus will be on work, on initiating projects and
creating momentum.

The Special Aspect Patterns Within your Chart
Planet & House Positions
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One of the most notable patterns within this natal chart is the T-square which is indicted in red in
the above diagram. This incorporates an opposition between the expansive Jupiter in the Ninth
House (Higher education, dreams and challenge) and the radical Uranus in the third house
(Communication and mental aptitude) in the air signs of intellectual and inventive sign of Aquarius
and meticulous and analytical Virgo. These two planets then create a square to a third planet, in this
case the planet of eruptive change, Pluto which is stationed in determined sign of Taurus and the
eleventh house, the house of altruistic intent.
When planets are linked in such a way their energy combines to create a powerful force that will
dominate your life throughout your life and often overrides the affect of the individual aspects.
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So in this case you have a combination of expansion, originality, Intellect, Invention, meticulousness,
analysis and change all working together to create a powerful motivating energy within your chart.
The themes of intellect (Uranus, Virgo and Jupiter) combines with consistent effort (Taurus and
Virgo) to affect change (Uranus, Pluto) Pluto is particularly significant as it encourages you to
overcome obstacles to affect the change that is needed.
One of your primary motivations in life is to use your intellect in radical and inventive ways to
facilitate change.
A second triangular aspect is indicted in blue in your natal chart, which again, unites the three
planets within it. In this case the triangle is composed of two sextiles between Pluto (change), your
seventh house Mars (work and duty combined with energy and initiative) and the Sun (self
expression) and a trine between Mars and Pluto. So again we see how you use your energy to
express yourself through the change that you instigate through your work (seventh and tenth
houses).

Marc Edmund Jones’ Pattern Within your Chart
One of the astrological techniques I use when drawing up a persons birth chart was developed by
the renowned astrologer Marc Edmund Jones is to analyse the distribution of planets around the
Zodiac in your particular chart. The chart wheel contains important pointers that reveal specific
elements of your personality. If you look at your chart wheel you will see that in your case the
planets are distributed in a pattern that astrologers refer to as a ‘Bucket’.
The ‘Bucket’ distribution shows all your planets posited in one part of the Zodiac, with the exception
of one planet or a conjunction of planets on the opposite side and isolated. This indicates that most
of your activities will focus around one area of your chart. The buckets ‘handle’; that one planet that
is separate from the rest often indicates a particular talent. Your handle lies within Virgo giving you
amazing attention to detail and powerful analytical skills. Every facet of your life will be coloured by
your analytical processes.
If you look at the diagram on the following page you will see that not only does Uranus representing
discovery, invention and insight it in the intelligent and highly analytical Virgo but it actually has nine
different planets aspecting it; energising and activating it with their own energy, demonstrating the
importance of Uranus and Virgo in the natal chart.
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Planet & House Positions
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Often when people read their natal charts they are unsure as to how it all fits together. The best way
I can explain is that your Sun, Moon and Ascendant are the three components that combine to make
‘you’; they form your basic character. The Aspects; squares, trines conjunctions and so on, that your
chart highlights, are rather like snakes and ladders on the board game. Throughout the game of life
you find harmonious aspects that help you and challenging aspects that force you to revisit parts of
your life more than once, because there is a lesson that you need to learn in order to let your
character grow and develop.
Finally, to close this introduction, I’d like to make one last observation that I hope you will bear in
mind not just when reading this, but when considering any astrological influence in the future. Every
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chart reveals strengths and weaknesses, areas where we will find advantage, areas where we will
find challenge and areas that just don’t seem to resonate with us at all at this moment in time.
(Remember a natal chart is intended to plot your entire life influences, rather than just your
experiences up to this point, but it is up to you whether you make the most of these energies.)
Knowing and accepting your strengths and weaknesses is one of the greatest advantages you can
have, because it will enable you to realise when and where you need to direct your energy.
I hope that you not only enjoy reading your character profile, but are able to make good use of it.

Giselle

Birth Data
Albert Einstein
Natal Chart
Scientist
14 Mar 1879
11:30:00 AM
LMT -00:40:01
Ulm
Germany

10e00'00
48n24'00
Geocentric
Tropical
Placidus
True Node
Official Doc AA
Acc: 5 minutes
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Planet Positions
Sun 23° 30' 27" Pisces
Moon 14° 31' 31" Sagittarius
Mercury 03° 08' 37" Aries
Venus 16° 59' 05" Aries
Mars 26° 54' 50" Capricorn
Jupiter 27° 29' 02" Aquarius
Saturn 04° 11' 23" Aries
Uranus 01° 17' 17" Virgo Retrograde
Neptune 07° 52' 19" Taurus
Pluto 24° 43' 30" Taurus
Moon's North Node 02° 43' 51" Aquarius Retrograde
Moon's South Node 02° 43' 51" Leo Retrograde
Ascendant 11° 38' 46" Cancer
Midheaven 12° 50' 23" Pisces

House Cusps
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

11° 38' 46" Cancer
28° 37' 02" Cancer
17° 48' 29" Leo
12° 50' 23" Virgo
18° 19' 57" Libra
03° 06' 31" Sagittarius
11° 38' 46" Capricorn
28° 37' 02" Capricorn
17° 48' 29" Aquarius
12° 50' 23" Pisces
18° 19' 57" Aries
03° 06' 31" Gemini
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Aspects
Sun Sextile Mars 3°24' Applying
Sun SemiSquare Neptune 0°38' Separating
Sun Sextile Pluto 1°13’ Applying
Moon Trine Venus 2°28’ Applying
Moon SemiSquare Mars 2°37' Separating
Moon Quincunx Ascendant 2°53’ Applying
Moon Square Midheaven 1°41’ Applying
Mercury Conjunct Saturn 1°03’ Applying
Mercury Quincunx Uranus 1°51' Separating
Mercury Sextile Moon's North Node 0°25' Separating
Mercury Trine Moon's South Node 0°25' Separating
Venus Sesquiquadrate Uranus 0°42' Separating
Venus Square Ascendant 5°20’ Applying
Mars SemiSextile Jupiter 0°34’ Applying
Mars Trine Pluto 2°11' Separating
Mars Conjunct Moon's North Node 5°49’ Applying
Mars Opposition Moon's South Node 5°49’ Applying
Mars SemiSquare Midheaven 0°56' Separating
Jupiter Opposition Uranus 3°48’ Applying
Jupiter Square Pluto 2°46' Separating
Jupiter Sesquiquadrate Ascendant 0°50’ Applying
Saturn Quincunx Uranus 2°54' Separating
Saturn Sextile Moon's North Node 1°28' Separating
Saturn Trine Moon's South Node 1°28' Separating
Saturn Square Ascendant 7°27' Separating
Uranus Trine Neptune 6°35' Separating
Uranus Square Pluto 6°34’ Applying
Uranus Quincunx Moon's North Node 1°27' Separating
Uranus SemiSextile Moon's South Node 1°27' Separating
Neptune Square Moon's North Node 5°08' Separating
Neptune Square Moon's South Node 5°08' Separating
Neptune Sextile Ascendant 3°46' Separating
Neptune Sextile Midheaven 4°58' Separating
Pluto SemiSquare Ascendant 1°55' Separating
Ascendant Trine Midheaven 1°12' Separating
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The Qualities and Elements
The signs of the zodiac are grouped into two basic categories. These are known as the
Qualities and the Elements. The Qualities describe fundamental modes of activity and the
Elements describe temperament. There are three Qualities: Cardinal, Fixed & Mutable and
four Elements: Fire, Air, Earth & Water. Your horoscope has varying degrees of each Quality
and Element. The percentages you have of each will determine their importance in your life.
The higher percentages will be more powerful in your life, the lower percentages will be less
powerful.

The Qualities
36% Cardinal
The Cardinal signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra & Capricorn, the greater number of planets you
have in any of these signs the more ‘Cardinal’ you are. In your case, this is one of your
dominant qualities, making you action oriented and excellent at initiating projects. You are
interested in promoting change and bringing new things into the world. You are direct,
assertive and like to take charge of situations. You are also ambitious, independent and
dislike being supervised. You are good at starting projects, but not always so good at
completing them. You have abundant enthusiasm and are very resourceful; you are not one
to hold a grudge.
36% Fixed
The Fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio & Aquarius, the more planets you have in any of
these signs the more ‘Fixed’ you are. Looking at your natal chart the fixed quality is equal in
strength to the cardinal quality. This contributes a persevering and enduring quality to your
character – something that is often lacking in the Cardinal signs. You have the ability to
follow your projects through to the end, no matter what obstacles come your way. You
achieve results in life through determined and persistent effort. You may tend to do one
thing at a time and are extremely practical in your approach to everything. You are not
easily influenced by others and can be quite firm or stubborn once your mind are made up
about something.
29% Mutable
The Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius & Pisces. The more planets you have in
these signs the more ‘Mutable’ you are. Although this is your weakest quality it is by no
means under represented. You are flexible when the occasion demands it and are thus able
to adapt and go with the flow. A natural mediator, you are sensitive to the opinions of
others, but you can also be impressionable and easily influenced by environmental
circumstances.
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The Elements
36% Fire
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo & Sagittarius. The more planets you have in the Fire signs the
more pro-active and self-determining you are. Fire is your dominant element, adding
support to your cardinal quality. You seek freedom of action and power, striving for
recognition in life. You are out-going and enthusiastic, adventure seeking and powerful. You
are also ardent, passionate, assertive, demonstrative, bold and courageous. At times you
can also be impatient and bossy, wilful and reactive, especially when you face delays or
obstructions in your path.
29% Earth
The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo & Capricorn. The more planets are positioned in the Earth
signs the more practical and needful of security you are.
You are down-to-earth, pragmatic, cautious, sensible and conservative and tend to seek
material security. Hardworking and industrious, you are able to put your ideas and
inspirations. There is a danger that at times you can be accumulative, possessive and overly
materialistic.
21% Water
The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio & Pisces. The higher the concentration of planets in
these signs the more needful you are of emotional security.
You water elements adds a need to gain security in your emotional life. You are sensitive,
deep, compassionate, imaginative and intuitive. Your inner life and dream life are both very
active. You are spiritually inclined and potentially psychic, with an ability to tune into others.
Life is experienced as a mystical journey.
14% Air
The Air signs are Gemini, Libra & Aquarius. The more planets you have in the Air signs the
more pro-active and self-determining you are. This is your weakest element, although it is
by no means underrepresented. Air contributes a desire for freedom of action and freedom
of movement to your personality. Mentally alert and intellectually stimulating, you are a
conduit for communication and the exchange of ideas. Gregarious and sociable, you like to
be around other people. You are observant and perceptive, curious and inquisitive.
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The Kozminsky Symbols
The Kozminsky Symbols and short commentaries are by Isidore Kozminsky. Many eminent
Astrologers suggest that the entire destiny of an individual is revealed in the degree
symbolism found within the zodiac. The commentary is a clue to the meaning and an aid for
your personal meditation.
The Kozminsky Symbols add a great deal of additional depth to the meaning and
interpretation of your chart and are an invaluable esoteric tool for those who want to work
on specific areas of their chart in an in-depth way (usually by meditation).
Of course it is entirely up to you whether or not you want to work with the Kozminsky
Symbols, they are provided here to give you the option and the opportunity. If you would
like to work with these symbols, then you need to relate the individual symbol to the
attributes of the Planet or Point shown in the heading i.e. Mercury to mental qualities and
so on. A glossary of terms is provided at the end of this document to facilitate this and help
you gain a better overall understanding of astrology.

Sun in 24th degree of Pisces
A giant ape dragging a woman into the forests.
Denotes one who is in danger of becoming a slave to his desires and to sacrifice his higher
self to the exhausting excesses which eat into body and soul. There is a wasting of energy
and power in the pursuit of so called pleasure which deprives the native of that perfect
idealistic happiness which is gained by sweet restraint and a knowledge of perfect love.
It is a symbol of Falling.
Moon in 15th degree of Sagittarius
A painter at his easel in a forest upland, observing not the heavy black clouds which
betray an approaching storm.
Denotes one of a refined and sensitive spirit capable of becoming so absorbed in his studies
that he detaches himself from the world and its peoples. The love of nature and the
beautiful is very great and may sever his sympathy from the ordinary routine of earthly
desires and ambitions. He may obtain excellence in his sphere and some degree of honor,
but there is a fatality connected with this degree which will claim him sooner or later.
It is a symbol of Radiation.
Mercury in 4th degree of Aries
A mailed hand holding a dagger with a bent point.
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Denotes one protected against external hurt, yet who, with a powerful desire for martial
action in all affairs of life, may be tempted to use protective armor for offensive purposes,
forgetting that the point of the dagger of aggression is blunted. Such a one needs to restrain
impulse and to bestow thought and study on any contemplated action, then let him be sure
that his dagger be true before he strikes.
It is a symbol of Misconception.
Venus in 17th degree of Aries
A beautiful woman, richly dressed, reclining on a couch, with fruits and golden vessels
around her. At her hand, on an ornate table of white marble, lies an opened book.
Denotes a lotus-eater, a lover of pleasure, who delights in ease and the sweets of life. The
fortunes are favored, but the native makes no personal effort to increase them. The mind is
romantic and art-loving, and the form graceful.
It is a symbol of Luxury.
Mars in 27th degree of Capricorn
A woman, neatly dressed, seated on an old-fashioned chair, looking out of a cottage
window on to a pretty little garden. Her face expresses pleasant contemplation.
Denotes one of a particularly kind and temperament, extremely thoughtful and a lover of
men, animals, and nature, of sin-tastes and careful judgment. The native psychic powers
and prophetic foresight regarding future events.
It is a symbol of Meditating.
Jupiter in 28th degree of Aquarius
A spire on top of a pyramid, at the base of which is a horse with a manuscript in his mouth.
Denotes one born for great deeds, aspiring and energetic. His work will travel far and will be
of a strong and reformative character, which will meet with the usual opposition afforded to
such works amongst a certain caste. He must never stay. Ever with the symbol before his
eyes must he continue his way, for victory is sure.
It is a symbol of Reformation.
Saturn in 5th degree of Aries
A feudal knight in full armor standing on the walls of his castle defying a multitude of
armed people. A mysterious figure at the back of the crowd strikes a note on a curious sixstringed harp, the massive walls crumble and fall, and the defier is at the mercy of the
defied.
Denotes one who is apt to place infinite reliance on materialistic things and to exult in the
strength which their possession gives him over the masses of men. In the midst of his power
a spiritual force, acting on invisible agencies and sending forth a note softer than the
www.cornerstone-astrology.com
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trumpet sounds of Jericho, may rudely disturb him. Then, if his soul truly awakes, the native
becomes a valiant knight in the cause of enlightenment, but if the soul slumbers back again
into the sludge of materialism, then will the native again place all his hopes on things that
seem, and the defier will be truly at the mercy of the defied.
It is a symbol of False Security.
Uranus in 2nd degree of Virgo
A waning moon in a sky, half of which is clear and studded with stars, and half of which is
covered with dark clouds which herald an approaching storm.
Denotes one of considerable ability who, as his life grows older, will be plunged into
difficulties and trouble. It is well for one born in this degree to study his actions and to be
scrupulously cautious as to his plans and movements. He should avoid speculative ventures,
guard against deceit and treachery, and do all that is possible to lead an even, temperate
life.
It is a symbol of Threatenings.
Neptune in 8th degree of Taurus
A leafless tree, on a plain, bending before a violent gale of wind, which whistles wildly
through the branches.
Denotes one who meets with opposition, obstacles, and trouble who will be compelled to
battle against adversity. Such a one should never take risks in anything, no matter how
promising, but be content to work on in the very teeth of the enemy, remembering always
that the strong are chosen to fight the battles of the weak.
It is a symbol of Impediment.
Pluto in 25th degree of Taurus
A dense column of smoke from which issue flashes of lightning.
Denotes one of natural talent who will be beset with difficulties in gaining recognition, but
whose mental strength will be the more determined because of them. When his time comes
his power will be felt. He will force acknowledgment by sheer ability and energy.
It is a symbol of Premeditation.
Moon's North Node in 3rd degree of Aquarius
A white-haired man, holding a cross before him, walking over a mosaic pavement.
Denotes one of a truly religious mind whose career will be as full of incident as the many
pieces which go to make a mosaic pavement are full of color. Material life is not without its
dangers-moral and physical-but the native is not born under the heel of fear. He sees
beyond his times and bears his cross.
It is a symbol of Faithfulness.
www.cornerstone-astrology.com
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Moon's South Node in 3rd degree of Leo
A huge human head. From the left eye emanates a ray of black vapour, from the right a
ray of yellow, and from the centre of the forehead a ray of white.
Denotes a remarkable personality who has an understanding of complex subjects. Rich,
courted, and strong, he can regulate his forces for the blessing or bane of men. There is also
an entirely occult side to this symbol which expresses the same meaning from a spiritual
outlook.
It is a symbol of Leadership.
Ascendant in 12th degree of Cancer
An avenue of trees bending before a destructive wind-storm, the rich golden leaves of
autumn falling thickly.
Denotes one whose thoughts will be directed to securing a competency for himself in old
age, and who will labor hard to accomplish his desire. His love of quiet is disturbed and
outraged, and he will be shaken by storms as a tree in the wind. Still he fights on in gloom or
sunshine, passing madness on the way.
It is a symbol of Bending.
Midheaven in 13th degree of Pisces
A man crossing a bog on an old tree which has long ago fallen.
Denotes one who meets with public favor and support whose temper will be severely tried
and tested. Although possessed of radical feelings, he will find himself compelled by
circumstances to obtain conservative support even though that support be grudgingly given.
Still it will serve.
It is a symbol of Preserving.
Chiron in 6th degree of Taurus
A judge in his robes of office handing a book to a student, who is stretching out his hands
to receive it.
Denotes one who will rise to a position of importance, and whose mission and ambition it
will be in life to give instruction and to secure the advancement of worthy people of wit,
talent, and inspiration. These acts will reflect his own glory as the Moon reflects the
brightness of the Sun.
It is a symbol of illumination.
Part of Fortune in 3rd degree of Aries
A prince saving a child from a burning castle.
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Denotes one of brave and noble qualities whose sense of duty holds danger in contempt
when the call is for the help of the weak. As a leader such a one can be relied on in any
emergency which may arise. He aims high materially and spiritually.
It is a symbol of Nobility.
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Ascendant
The Ascendant: Your Temperament & General Character.
Ascendant in Cancer
The Rising sign, often referred to as the ascendant, is the exact degree and sign of the zodiac
that was just coming up over the eastern horizon at the moment that you were born. Along
with your Sun and Moon, sign, it is one of the most important elements of your birth chart.
It serves to establish a basic pattern in your life.
While your Sun sign establishes your character; your Rising sign determines the face you
show the world; it is the mask we all wear. The energies of the ascendant are most obvious
to others; revealing your initial and natural reactions to new people or situations..
Your primary motivation in life is to feel emotionally secure. You are sensitive and
emotional; however you can also be over-sensitive and easily hurt by people. You are
receptive to the needs of others and have a natural desire to care for or protect people.
Family and domestic matters are always important to you and your home is your retreat and
sanctuary. At times, you are susceptible to changeable moods, irritability and touchiness.
The Cancer Ascendant endows you with a sympathetic, idealistic and sensitive nature
capable of a great deal of emotional warmth. You come across to others as a gentle, caring,
unassuming person who is sensitive to their environment.
You are a generally quietly confident person; there is a need for domesticity and a happily
family life where your nurturing quality can find expression. Emotional experiences are all
important and on occasion they may dominate your life for better or for worse. You are
easily influenced by those whom you love or admire, but are apt to be more distant,
reserved, and distrustful to those you do not know well or whom you dislike.
Your sensitive and occasionally timid nature makes you vulnerable to emotional pain. Your
first instinct, when threatened or on unfamiliar ground, is to protect yourself, this means
that you have a tendency to withdraw from potentially difficult situations rather than
addressing them head on, however when you do chose to address problems directly you
can be quite sharp, leaving people in no doubt that they have overstepped the mark in some
way.
You will find that you attract people who need care, understanding and encouragement due
to the fact that you are both sympathetic and empathetic; you possess an instinctive affinity
with children. You have an innate desire to nurture and support others but need to
recognise that you are easily affected by the energy and emotions that you come into
contact with; these energies can be both uplifting and draining depending on the
circumstances. You should avoid being tempted to take on the worries of the world.
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Cancer rising is often business minded, making you ambitious and dedicated. With
persistence and through careful strategic planning, you are able to run your own business.
This owes much to your sensible approach to life and your instinctive appreciation of what
people want. You are cautious and not inclined to make the first move until you are sure of
your ground. Indeed you have a practical, cautious yet determined attitude to all your
business matters.
Self-realisation comes through the understanding and integration of your emotionally
perceptive nature; you make sense of life through your feelings and emotions. You will be
gifted with strong intuitions, and even psychic leanings. You have an active imagination and
often live the past over again in your mind or anticipate and imagine the future.
You live a good deal in the senses, and at times can be restless and prone to mood swings.
There is often great patience and perseverance with this ascendant, and you are likely to
accomplish whatever you set out to do, moving effortlessly with the constant ebb and flow
of life.
Since you have Capricorn on the Descendant you will look for structure and security in your
relationships. Security is your fundamental requirement. Other qualities lacking to some
degree, which may be found in your partner are ambition and the capacity for sustained
hard work.

Aspects
Ascendant Quincunx Moon (2°53’ Applying)
Readily adaptable, you will bend over backwards to accommodate others and cater to their
needs. You have natural warmth, coupled with an ability to make others feel at ease in your
company. Women play an important role in your life and you will have many contacts with
them. Alternatively, you can be overly sensitive and touchy, and changeable and
inconsistent towards others. Difficulties can arise with others through moody and reactive
behaviour. You experience periods of feeling susceptible and vulnerable to external
influences. Your relationship with your mother may be testing at times.

Ascendant Square Venus (5°20’ Applying)
You have a pleasant and friendly personality that other people find attractive and alluring.
You possess physical appeal, a charming nature, sophistication and a good fashion sense.
You may have artistic talents; you will certainly have an appreciation of the arts and culture.
You have good taste and an eye for style and design. Negatively, you can be vain, superficial
and inclined to foster contacts with the 'right' people to advance your own interests.
Ascendant Sesquiquadrate Jupiter (0°50’ Applying)
You have a larger than life personality that others find extremely attractive. You easily make
a good first impression on people because you are friendly and outgoing. Broadminded and
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enthusiastic, you have an eagerness for knowledge and travel. You come into contact with
people who can help you socially, financially and professionally. About the only negative
thing that can be said about this aspect is that there can be a tendency to self-indulgence
and weight gain.
Ascendant Square Saturn (7°27' Separating)
You are quite a complex person; some days you come across as shy or inhibited and other
days as authoritarian and controlling. You are very practical and take your responsibilities
seriously. Possibly, you have held responsible positions throughout your life, perhaps even
since childhood; e.g. you may have had to look after younger siblings. You are quite selfcontained and tend to keep your own counsel, consulting with others only when you need
to. This can make you appear aloof or distant and give you a reputation for unilateral
decision-making. Experience has made you circumspect in your dealings with others. You
tend not to suffer fools gladly and have little time for silliness and trivialities. Sometimes you
experience difficulties relating to others, or you just cannot be bothered with the demands
of relationships. You may shun company and spend periods in seclusion. It is possible that
you may experience periodical bouts of low vitality.
Ascendant Sextile Neptune (3°46' Separating)
You have an active imagination and are easily inspired and may show great talent in any of
the creative fields - especially music, theatre and writing. You instinctively tune into others
and seem to understand their needs without them saying a word. At times, you give over an
impression of floating on air or living in your own world.

Ascendant SemiSquare Pluto (1°55' Separating)
You have great will-power, which you can direct into projects of personal interest; however
you will need to learn how to work with others if you want their assistance. Others perceive
you as a person who can be coercive and controlling. You are intense and dominating and,
as a consequence, often find yourself embroiled in power struggles. In extreme cases, you
can come across as dictatorial and, if you feel your authority is threatened, can resort to
ruthless or oppressive behaviour. Alternatively, other people - especially partners - can
wield power over you.

Midpoints
Ascendant = Mercury/Venus (-1°35' Separating)
A pleasant conversationalist; building a rapport with others. Ease of communication and
interaction. Discussing heart-felt matters or issues. Artistic and creative friendships. Witty
and amusing personalities. Fleeting attractions; love affairs. Sociability; giving and receiving
invitations. Entertaining others and being entertained.
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Ascendant = Sun/Mars (-1°26' Separating)
An assertive and wilful personality. Highly competitive and ambitious - being motivated by
the desire to win and succeed. Taking on challenges. Knowing how to achieve personal goals
and ambitions; 'giving it your all'. A pushy or bossy manner. Provoking others or being
provoked. Aggressive acts. Accidents. Conflicts within partnerships. Constant activity within
the environment.
Ascendant = Neptune/Midheaven (-1°17' Separating)
A self-absorbed personality. Questioning the viability and validity of lifestyle choices.
Recycling periods of professional uncertainty and self-doubt. Undermining currents within
relationships. Disappointing others and being disappointed. Escapist tendencies. Addictions
and dependencies. Spiritual interests.
Ascendant = Venus/Saturn (-1°04' Separating)
An emotionally reserved and aloof nature. Gradually and patiently establishing intimate
connections. Older or mature partners. The desire for trust and respect within partnerships.
Making sacrifices for loved ones. A cautious lover. Sexual restraint; problems within love
and sex life. Controlling another - or being controlled. Difficulties integrating with others in
the environment. Separative influences.
Ascendant = Jupiter/Pluto (-0°33' Separating)
A larger than life personality. Charismatic and magnetic qualities. Being intent on achieving
success; powering ahead in life. Large-scale investments and ventures. Influential
partnerships. Prominent people within the environment. Social and political activity. A risk
of over-extending oneself and resources; 'of pushing one's luck'.
Ascendant = Moon/Neptune (-0°27' Separating)
An empathic and compassionate nature. Instinctively sensing the mood of others and the
environment. Assessing and assimilating subtle impressions. Heightened sensitivity and
receptivity; a psychic sponge. Contending with negative and emotionally draining people.
Addictive personalities. Undermining influences.
Ascendant = Uranus/Pluto (+1°22’ Applying)
An intense and restless personality. A compulsive urge to make changes. Pioneering and
reformatory activity. Contending with stress and pressure; unpredictability within the
environment. Contentious and destructive elements. Demanding and volatile partnerships.
Erratic and fanatical behaviour - in self or others.
Ascendant = Sun/Moon's South Node (+1°28’ Applying)
Interpretation for this topic has not been created yet.
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Ascendant = Sun/Moon's North Node (+1°28’ Applying)
Personal charisma; a confident and vibrant personality. Displaying an authoritative
presence. Leading others and taking charge. Important bonds and friendships in life.
Ambitious and influential connections. Healthy and vital partnerships. Organising activities
within the environment. Productive teamwork.
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Sun
The Sun: Your Personality & Creative Expression.
Sun in Pisces
As centre of the Solar System, the Sun symbolises that which is central to you as an
individual; your identity. The Sun is one of the most important planets in your natal chart
and reveals how you express yourself; the ‘type' of person you are; the underlying self. The
Sun literally shows how and where you will shine as a person.
In Karmic astrology the Sun reveals your goals in this incarnation, highlighting the qualities
that you need to incorporate into your life and indicating what the soul needs to experience
in order to evolve.
With the Sun in Pisces, you are impressionable, warm and loving. Possessing a powerful
imagination you see and appreciate the inner ‘spiritual’ journey that mankind must
undertake. Your emotions and feelings very much define you as a person. You have highly
evolved intuition which you are able to put to good use, particularly when you combine it
with your compassionate and charitable nature.
You have a sensitive and emotional disposition with a great depth of feeling and empathy.
You have genuine concern for the needs of others and possess a high degree of tolerance
and a readiness to forgive. Deeply caring, sympathetic and compassionate, you tend to
believe the best of others.
You have a great deal of creativity and imagination. A born romantic and dreamer, you often
harbour unspoken longings and yearnings. You are, at times, elusive and evasive; to such an
extent that people can find you hard to pin down. You dislike confrontations and tend to
avoid strict routines and restrictions.
You are highly receptive, which combined with your other qualities endows you with a
natural empathy. An optimist and dreamer, you strive all the while for Utopia; seeking a
quite life with as little trouble as possible. You are able to handle life's ups and downs with
philosophic calm.
People born with this sunsign are often musically or artistically talented in some way. One of
your great gifts is your ability for interpreting ideas. You have the ability to take an idea and
transform it into something everyone can appreciate and understand. A strong sense of
service and compassion is also part of your enviable makeup.
On occasion you find yourself put upon too much by others. Torn by deep emotions and
desperate to do the right thing, you become easily upset; giving in for the sake of peace and
quiet. This may leave the impression of your being weak-willed.
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Very sensitive and intuitive, at times you have a tendency to live in a make-believe world;
paying little attention to practical matters. Always acting from the highest ideals your kind
nature endears you to others. Without balance, you can sink into an emotional whirlpool;
this can bring out hidden fears and insecurities. A fragile ego can make you feel dependent
and helpless which can then allow you to fall into the martyr trap.
Likely occupations are in entertainment and kindred arts, any of the caring professions,
occupations to do with the sea, literary and public work, professions to do with philosophy
or religion, or any work demanding imagination and creative ability.
Sun in 10th House
In your natal chart the Sun represents not only life, but your very essence; your ego. It is the
driving force behind all that you are - your energy, creativity, willpower and purpose. Within
it lies the potential for everything that you can become.
The Sun also highlights your creativity and your need for personal recognition. You will strive
to realise the qualities that the Sun represents in your horoscope through a process of
individuation throughout your life.
The House where your Sun is found is very important as it indicates the specific area of life
in which you manifest your identity. You will identify very strongly with the issues that the
Tenth House, the house of 'honour and duty' represents. This will be a predominant theme
throughout your life.
You are ambitious and can rise to positions of prominence and importance in life - either
publicly or within your own circle. You will receive honours in life. You require recognition especially in a career. Professionally, you are best suited to self-employment or employing
others, as you are likely to experience difficulties adjusting to subordinate roles. You may
develop an interest in politics.

Aspects
Sun Sextile Mars (3°24’ Applying)
You have an abundance of energy, which you express positively and confidently. You have
strong willpower and the drive to achieve whatever is important to you in life. Naturally
assertive, you like taking charge of situations and making your intentions known. Selfmotivated and ambitious, you enjoy an active life-style. Advancements you make in life are
based on your personal efforts and determination. You have quick reflexes and are able to
respond to situations immediately. Your physical body is strong and hardy.
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Sun SemiSquare Neptune (0°38' Separating)
You are highly sensitive and impressionable. You have a tendency to be easily swayed by
others; are prone to seducing influences and susceptible to intoxicants and stimulants.
While you may be inspired with the best of intentions and ideals, you often lack the power
and motivation to bring them to realisation. Equally, you may be prone to recycling periods
of low vitality and physical weakness. There is a susceptibility to self-deception and seducing
influences that can lead to scandals. Your father may be an unknown quantity to you, or
even absent. Positively, you may have spiritual inclinations, coupled with a fascination for
metaphysical or esoteric subjects. Your inner life is very active, and mystical or psychic
experiences are not unfamiliar to you. You have compassion and an ability to feel and
understand the needs of others with sympathy and empathy. You may be gifted with a
measure of inspiration and creativity, which may express itself through the arts - especially
music, painting, photography or drama.
Sun Sextile Pluto (1°13’ Applying)
You are motivated by the desire for power, which you can harness at will and put to good
use. Possessing natural leadership and organisational abilities, you are usually able to
persuade others to follow your lead. You are a determined person who usually manages to
get your own way through will-power and a belief in oneself. At certain junctures in your
life, you will feel the pressure to transform and re-invent yourself by taking on new
identities after old ones have served their purpose.

Midpoints
Sun = Venus/Jupiter (-1°16' S d)
An attractive and appealing personality. Well-liked by others. Warm hearted. Good natured.
Exuberant personality and generous spirit. Good social standing. Happiness and prosperity.
A happy and healthy outlook. Desire for union. Successful and fortunate partnerships.
Artistic talent and appreciation. Materialistic. Disadvantages through self-indulgence and
extravagance.
Sun = Mercury/Midheaven (-0°31’ Applying d)
Contemplation and meditation. An interest in philosophical matters. Thinking about and
discussing the nature of Self and the meaning of life. Formulating a personal code for living.
Developing an individual philosophy. Health conscious. Having the power to achieve
vocational success through wit and clarity of intent. Business acumen.
Sun = Saturn/Midheaven (+0°00' S d)
Development of self-reliance. A strong sense of purpose and direction in life. Motivation to
establish and secure a position in life. Gaining respect and authority through hard work and
discipline. Difficulties in career or vocation. Tendency to be readily discouraged or prone to
defeatist attitudes. Contending with inhibitions of an inner or external nature. Limiting
professional and domestic or family circumstances.
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Sun = Moon/Mercury (+0°20' Separating)
A natural communicator and conversationalist. The ability to relate well to others.
Perceptive, observant and articulate. A talent for dealing with the public, or for public
related work. Mental activity. Intellectual creativity and flexibility. An aptitude for
languages. Business activity.
Sun = Venus/Uranus (+0°38’ Applying)
Free-spirited and independent in love. Flirtatious, spontaneous and adventurous in love and
sex. Passing attractions. Physical and emotional excitability. The tendency to fall in and out
of love suddenly. Infidelity. Kinky sex. Unexpected experiences in love. Artistic originality.
Bursts of creativity.
Sun = Moon/Saturn (+0°51' Separating)
Self-reliant and self-sufficient. Feelings of isolation or standing alone in life. Necessity to
take responsibility for self and actions. Testing personal and family circumstances.
Emotional or physical separations. Recycling periods of low self-confidence or selfmotivation.
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Moon
The Moon: Your Feelings & Ability to respond to everyday affairs.
Moon in Sagittarius
The Moon represents your emotions, instincts and the need for security. It shows your
ability to be sensitive to the environment and to both give and receive emotion. The Moon
is directly connected to your intuition, and is profoundly connected to your subconscious
motivations and habits. The Moon indicates how you will instinctively react to protect
yourself and others.
Sagittarius, the zodiac sign where your natal Moon is found reveals the specific way that you
react to events and the kind of emotional needs you have.
In Karmic astrology the moon represents your inbuilt emotional patterns and shows how
you need work towards the evolution of your emotional responses so that they become
conscious choices rather than knee jerk reactions.
You have a free and easy outlook on life, with a freedom-loving emotional nature. Being
emotionally tied down is not your style. You are open and honest in your emotions. Your
philosophies and ethics in life are instilled in early childhood and remain with you through
life. You have a deep interest in higher learning and a strong curiosity about things, which
may lead to long distance travel or tertiary education.
The Moon in Sagittarius makes you an inspirational leader and gives an idealistic, cheerful
and optimistic overtone to your emotional disposition. You respond in a positive and
optimistic way to life’s changing circumstances. You are candid, honourable, kindly and
good-natured and possess a definite vision of where you want to go in life and how you
intend to get there. Minor details are not all that important to you; you are more of a big
picture person and are happy to leave minor details for others to resolve.
You want to move on both physically and intellectually; standing still is frustrating for you
because your natural inclination is to move forward. On occasion you can become restless
and move home on impulse - possibly even abroad. Your emotional nature is well suited for
making friends and experiencing the new and unexpected. You are partial to adventure,
anticipation and journeys of discovery – for you the path toward knowledge and
enlightenment is as important as enlightenment itself.
You may be intuitively drawn towards subjects such as religion, mysticism or social science.
You have the temperament of a natural teacher or preacher; at times you can be very
prophetic. Philosophy, music and reading will have a soothing and therapeutic effect on you.
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You are eager to embark on a quest for truth and understanding through your own
experiences and intuitions.
Moon in 6th House
The Moon is the seat of your emotions, instinct and intuition and represents your early
environment, particularly your relationship with your mother. It illustrates your ability to be
sensitive to your surroundings and to both give and receive emotion. The Moon is related to
your personal unconscious, and the habitual behaviour that comes from the subconscious, it
shows how you instinctively react to protect yourself and others.
The House the Moon is in shows the particular area in life that you become attached to in
order to increase feelings of security. This area is where you are most vulnerable and
defensive, however it is also this area where you experience the greatest growth and show
the greatest concern for others.
With the Moon in the Sixth House, the house of ‘Duty’ your feeling, instinctive nature will
find expression in work or service to the family or local community.
You are motivated by the urge to be of service and to care for the needs of others, which
makes you especially suited to the helping or catering professions. An inter-relationship
exists between your emotional state, your health and your ability to work effectively. Your
day-to-day reaction to circumstance is strongly conditioned by health issues and your
general emotional well-being. You have a very sensitive nature and are easily hurt;
therefore, care is required in this area because strong negative emotions will have a
detrimental effect upon your health and general ability to cope with the demands of daily
living. You may be prone to bouts of hypochondria or problems at work through oversensitivity to others or the work environment.
You will feel a sense of security by emotionally identifying with your work or career,
establishing a routine will help you avoid any tendencies towards nervous tension and
stress.
You are likely to have affection for pets or small animals.

Aspects
Moon Trine Venus (2°28’ Applying)
You have a refined nature, love beauty and appreciate the finer things in life including the
arts and culture. You are charming and socially sophisticated, with an instinct for the
subtleties of social interaction and graceful living. You have artistic potential, especially in
painting, photography, ceramics or music. Your home is likely to be tastefully decorated and
artistically arranged. In love, you desire tenderness and the need to feel emotionally
connected to your partner. Your relationship with the female sex is generally easy and
harmonious; women feel at ease in your company.
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Moon SemiSquare Mars (2°37' Separating)
You are naturally bold and forthright, and generally up-front in your dealings with others.
You have the capacity for leadership and are often motivated to take charge of situations.
Competitive or aggressive situations bring out the fighter in you. You have a strong
resistance to restriction and being ordered around by others. At times, you can be
astonishingly frank and tactless. You are not afraid to take risks; however you can expect
setbacks caused by impulsiveness or impatience. At home, you tend to rule the roost.
Marital quarrels are likely.
Moon Square Midheaven (1°41’ Applying)
Your highest aspirations are soul based and spiritually significant to you. You have the
power to form supportive contacts in your vocation, especially with women. However, your
career path is likely to be affected by work demands and family commitments encroaching
upon one another.

Midpoints
Moon = Mercury/Pluto (-0°35' Separating)
Passionate verbal responses. The tendency to communicate with emotional intensity and
personal conviction. An innate command of language. Transforming the way people think by
appealing to the emotions. The ability to tap into the public mind and influence the
population at large - propaganda. Specialised interests. Fixations. Emotional and intellectual
power struggles. Family dramas. Connections with strong minded women.

Moon = Saturn/Pluto (-0°04' Separating)
Emotionally staunch and at times intractable. Developing inner toughness and strength in
life. Contending with difficult or challenging personal experiences. Being forced to take
responsibility for others and family members. Emotional commitment - making significant
sacrifices. The tendency to become desensitised. Impenetrable emotional barriers. Intense
family dynamics. Conclusive severances or separations from the past.
Moon = Mars/Moon's North Node (+0°18’ Applying)
Supportive collaboration. Cooperative and industrious efforts. Competitive and ambitious
pursuits. The need to foster team spirit when working with others. Emotionally reactive and
aggressive tendencies. Conflict within associations - or within the family unit. Active
involvement in women's issues and causes.
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Moon = Mercury/Jupiter (+0°47’ Applying)
An intelligent and fertile mind. Witty, clever and perceptive. Instinctively making good
decisions. Conducive learning and intellectual experiences. Receptivity to academic pursuits
- a mentally stimulating home-life. An interest in travel and foreign cultures. Frequent
communications with women and family members. Successful business activity.
Moon = Jupiter/Saturn (+1°19’ Applying)
Heeding cautionary instincts. Managing personal affairs wisely. Patiently nurturing
something to maturity; careful investments. Changeable financial and material
circumstances. Inconsistency in emotional and family life. Emotional despondency and
feelings of dissatisfaction. A periodic need for time alone. Connections with wise and
experienced women.
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Midheaven
The Midheaven: Your Career & Social Status.
Midheaven in Pisces
The Medium Coeli (MC), or Midheaven as it is more popularly known, is at the top of the
chart wheel on the cusp of the 10th house. One of the most important angles in the birth
chart, the M.C indicates your career, status, aim in life, aspirations, public reputation, and
your life goal. The M.C reveals the image you have of yourself and where you strive to
realise your full potential; particularly with regard to your career. The Midheaven shows you
what you need to do with your life in order to grow; defining the externalisation of the self.
You are very responsive to outside influences and usually happy to go with the flow. The
two main elements that you will look for in a career are a calm and peaceful environment
and the need to help others; to be of service to them in some way. Ideally your job will
combine both of these factors. Working in seclusion where your need for a quiet and
controlled environment is fulfilled will always appeal to you. Your nature is rather reserved
and inclined to seek solitude; preferring to work unpretentiously, unobserved, peacefully or
alone. You need regular time alone to rest and regain your sense of balance and harmony.
You often become unsettled and agitated if your carefully planned schedule gets disrupted
by people and circumstances beyond your control.
This placing of the M.C indicates that your career or area of responsibility in the world
relates in some way to working to help people. This may involve working in education,
perhaps in social work, government administration, hospitals, science, religion or astrology.
Working as a dancer or in the arts will also appeal to you as you have very good intuitive
perception, grace and artistic appreciation. Your intuition should be a major asset to your
career if you allow yourself to use it to its full potential, any kind of spiritual work or healing
work will suit you.
Your highest aspiration is spiritual realisation. This can be achieved through devotion,
meditation, compassion and humility. You are receptive and responsive to the needs of
others. Self-realisation begins with the transcendence of the material sphere. Your aim in
life is to be in the world not of it.
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Aspects
Midheaven SemiSquare Mars (0°56' Separating)
You are ambitious for personal success and will use whatever means you have at your
disposal to get to the top. You desire recognition in your career; however you may find that
the demands of your job and those of your family impinge upon each other and cause you
problems in both areas. Vocationally, you know what you want and how to get it. In fact,
you can become a high-flyer in just about any area you apply yourself. You can be quite
domineering and combative, which can be intimidating to others and cause quarrels and
disputes. There may be clashes with others caused by family and vocational demands
impinging upon one another.
Midheaven Sextile Neptune (4°58' Separating)
You have a somewhat idealistic and spiritual view of the world. You are romantic, dreamy
and sensitive to the influence of other people, especially those you work and live with.
Naturally caring and receptive to others, you always make yourself available to those in
need. You have healing abilities and a readiness to help; however you need to take care that
you are not taken advantage of or exploited.

Midpoints
Midheaven = Sun/Uranus (-0°27' Separating)
A progressive outlook on life. Self-determining, individualistic and 'a law unto oneself'.
Ingenuity; inventive talent. Acting on intuitive impulses - taking chances. Changeable
professional circumstances. Thriving on challenge and stimulation within careers. An
awareness of what is contemporary.
Midheaven = Venus/Neptune (-0°25' Separating)
Professional idealism. Creative careers. Dreaming of the ideal partner or lover. Soft-hearted
and sentimental. Infatuations and longings. A secret affair or relationship. Unrealistic
expectations in love and sex. Seducing another or being seduced. Vulnerability. The hiding
of one's true feelings for fear of being hurt. Addictive tendencies.
Midheaven = Mercury/Pluto (+1°06’ Applying)
A sharp and penetrating intellect. A person with vision and an awareness of long-term goals
and aspirations. A dynamic, effective and persuasive communicator. An expert within a
specialised profession. An investigator or researcher. Attaining positions of power and
influence in a career. Reaching a wide audience; mass communication.
Midheaven = Saturn/Pluto (+1°37’ Applying)
A deeply introspective individual. Struggling to achieve status and recognition in life. Facing
personal and professional challenges and demands. Intense and unrelenting commitment to
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specific goals - or vocational aspirations. Obsessive and fanatical tendencies. Contending
with oppressive and restrictive conditions. Dramatic and decisive separations.
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Mercury
Mercury: Your Mind & Mental Abilities.
Mercury in Aries
Your ability to communicate and desire for knowledge is governed by Mercury. Mercury
characterises your thoughts and the constant activity that goes on in your head. Mercury
stimulates the mind, but can make you a little critical and argumentative on occasion.
Aries, the sign Mercury where your natal Mercury is found, illustrates the form your
communications take and your intellectual interests and aptitudes.
In karmic astrology Mercury indicates karma connected with the mind. It describes how
your soul communicates and shows how your mind was used in previous incarnations.
You are quick to learn and pick things up easily. Mercury in Aries gives you a decisive quality;
you can assess problems in a straightforward way and are quick to arrive at a solution.
Naturally competitive, you enjoy debate as it allows you to exercise your sharp mind; you
are always eager to argue a point and compete with others intellectually.
You have an original and inventive mind capable of originating ideas and putting them into
practice. Your talent for writing, speaking and debate enables you to influence others and
promote your own ideas. You don’t suffer fools gladly and at times you can be sarcastic and
even rude. You can also be argumentative if challenged. Your enthusiasm and excitable
nature can lead to exaggeration at times.
Mentally alert, you process and understand things quickly. You can also make decisions
quickly and supply a ready answer when challenged. In working situations, you can be
inspiring and inclined to take the lead in discussions. You have bold ideas and will stand up
for yourself.
Mercury in 10th House
Mercury speaks to us in terms of logic and reasoning; it represents how you think and how
you communicate those thoughts. Mercury also highlights subjects such as routine travel –
local travel, commuting to work and weekend outings.
The House where Mercury is located in your natal chart, in this case the Tenth House, shows
the particular area in which your mental and verbal talents are put to practical use. This is
the area in which you realise your need to communicate with the outside world and
increase your learning.
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Your career or aspirations and objectives may undergo many changes of direction
throughout your lifetime. Vocational matters are often at the fore-front of your mind. Your
career successes are the result of careful planning and strategic thinking. You are
professionally ambitious and desire professional recognition. You are suited to business,
academic work, writing, journalism, politics and the communication industries. You have
organisational skills, leadership capabilities and the ability to make executive decisions. You
enjoy variety in your profession and may hold down more than one job, or seek a career
that constantly tests your adaptability. You may also seek a career in research,
communications or education; if you do you will be particularly keen to share your thoughts
and ideas in your chosen area of expertise with your peers.
Your mental skills and communicative abilities will largely be applied to professional worldly
ambitions where knowledge and education are pursued in order to enhance your career
prospects or social standing.
You look for mental stimulation, variety, responsibility and mobility in your life, particularly
your career. You are naturally analytical and inclined to look at problems from multiple
perspectives. Your mental disposition is well suited to managerial posts, government
positions, politics and any work requiring communication skills, methodical ability and
executive potential. With this placing of Mercury financial security, professional prestige
and social status are the dominant mental issues. You may find that you become
preoccupied with planning and the progress of your aims and objectives and that if left
unchecked that this disrupts your progress a little a times.
Because your Mercury is in the Tenth House – the house of your profession, you should
consider your Mercury placement in relation to your Midheaven analysis to gain a more indepth understanding of your career aims and objectives.

Aspects
Mercury Conjunct Saturn (1°03’ Applying)
Your thinking is serious, realistic and conservative. You tend to be precise in your speech,
logical in your approach to things and methodical in your working habits. You have excellent
powers of concentration and can succeed with academic study or research work. However,
you can be prone to bouts of self-doubt regarding your mental abilities, which can restrict
your educational achievements. You may experience communication difficulties caused by
shyness, inhibition or a lack of self-confidence. Possibly, you may experience periods of
depression and pessimism.
Mercury Quincunx Uranus (1°51' Separating)
You are independently minded and intellectually flexible. You have original ideas, coupled
with the capability to think laterally and progressively. You have reformatory views and are
always prepared to challenge the status quo. Sharp-minded and astute, you comprehend
things quickly. Your intuition is acute and reliable. You tend to be an intellectual leader,
especially in the fields of science, mathematics or technology. In some cases, your views
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may be too radical, which can isolate you socially or make you appear eccentric or
anarchistic. You can also be contradictory, easily distracted and prone to changeable
thinking.
Mercury Sextile Moon's North Node (0°25' Separating)
You are motivated by the need to establish intellectual and mentally stimulating
connections in life. Your associates are likely to be business people, academics, students,
teachers or philosophers. Clear communication in your relationships is of primary
importance to you.

Midpoints
Mercury = Uranus/Moon's North Node (-1°08' Separating)
Connections with stimulating and progressively-minded people. Intuitively knowing what
others are thinking - and are about to say. Sharing new and exciting experiences with
others. Changeable relationship dynamics. Discussing sudden and unexpected events.
Keeping people up to date with current plans and developments. Unsettling experiences.
Mercury = Sun/Ascendant (-0°34’ Applying)
Personally acknowledging others. Confidently expressing ideas and thoughts. Conversant
and articulate. A vibrant and authoritative communicator. Personal observations and
assessments. Being at the centre of busy and stimulating environments. Active business and
social contacts. An avid reader, communicator or correspondent. Open communication
between partners.
Mercury = Jupiter/Neptune (-0°28' S d)
Idealistic thinking. An imaginative and perceptive intellect. Inspiring others and being
inspired through speech, writing or creative imagery. Adopting hopeful and expectant
attitudes. Having faith and believing in a better future. Religious, spiritual and philosophical
interests. The study of metaphysical subjects. Speculations. Unmet expectations.
Misunderstandings and disappointments.
Mercury = Uranus/Neptune (+1°26’ Applying)
A creative and imaginative intelligence. Original and idealistic thinking. Receptive to
alternative ideas and philosophies. The study of metaphysical and spiritual subjects. Mental
stimulation and inspiration. An enthusiastic story-teller. Sudden psychic cognition. Intuitive
and instinctive awareness. Travel. Unrealistic and bizarre ideas. Mental confusion.
Mercury = Mars/Midheaven (+1°44' Separating)
Ambitious ideas and aspirations. A direct communicator. Displaying the power of assertion
and presence of mind to advance professionally - to achieve specific objectives. Decisive
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action. A busy and demanding vocational life. Heated and lively discussions. The tendency to
become irritable and reactive when under stress. Dictating to others and being dictated to.
Impulsive decisions and actions.
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Venus
Venus: Your Social, Romantic & Artistic Abilities.
Venus in Aries
Venus represents your values and your need and capacity for love; it also shows your
aesthetic preferences and the natural attraction you feel to people and things. Venus
represents your need for inner and outer harmony and balance. It is associated with the
feminine side of your nature and shows the inner feelings you have when you make
comparisons and judgments.
The zodiac sign Venus is placed in, in this case Aries indicates how your values are colored
and what specific aesthetic styles you adopt. Your choice of partner is strongly influenced by
this sign position.
In Karmic astrology Venus indicates how an incarnating soul feels about itself; how worthy it
feels of love. Venus shows your expectations with regards to love and how this will be
expressed through your social interactions and success in forming intimate relationships.
You are ardent and bold in your expression of love and sexuality. In general, you prefer to
initiate romantic encounters and can be quite competitive. Love at first sight is not unknown
to you. While love matters are important to you, your personal freedom is often more
important. Independently-minded, you react angrily if a lover or partner attempts to restrict
your freedom in any way. At times you can put a self centred, aggressive and competitive
spin on affairs of the heart.
When it comes to love you can be an impulsive, passionate and extrovert; a bold lover with
a romantic nature. Very easily influenced by the attraction of the opposite sex, your refined
appearance slips on occasion to reveal a very sensuous nature. You seek constant variety in
your romantic and social life. Your outgoing nature ensures that you make friends easily,
which is good because you enjoy being the centre of attention and appreciate admiration.
You make an enthusiastic, lively friend and an energetic colleague. You can be a bit of a
show-off; you enjoy expensive clothes, ornaments and all forms of luxury. You are rather
inclined to extravagance and has an 'easy come - easy go' attitude towards money. An early
or hasty marriage is probable.
Venus in 10th House
Venus represents the harmony you encounter and create in your life. It governs your ability
to attract compatible people, to create close personal relationships and to form business
partnerships. Venus encourages gentleness, grace and friendliness.
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The Tenth House reveals the particular area of life where you discover love, companionship
and partnership, and where you have the strongest and most rewarding emotional contacts.
This House shows what you value specifically, and where you can be enriched both
emotionally and financially.
Aspects to Venus, which follow, indicate specific experiences in love relationships and the
individual psychological needs that colour your judgment when making choices.
With Venus in the Tenth House the areas of life where you are most likely to express your
social, romantic and artistic qualities are through social and professional life, possibly
related to the arts. Success may come though your good managerial qualities, some form of
artistic talent or indirectly through your marriage partner. You are likely to seek marriage
with someone who will bestow social status and wealth.
You are socially ambitious and tend to receive just the right sort of help from others. It is
possible you may form an attraction to an employer or a superior in your professional life.
You can be suited to careers that involve the arts and if you have artistic talent you should
have success and recognition. Women can be influential in your life and your line of work
may involve the needs of the female sex.
Venus Sesquiquadrate Uranus (0°42' Separating)
You tend to be choosy in love because you need someone who can accommodate your need
for freedom and independence. You are attracted to exotic and unusual partners who are
independent and up-to-date in their outlooks. A lover who is emotionally dependent or
clingy would make you feel very uncomfortable. No matter how much you like or love
another you will not allow your independence to be compromised. You rebel against
commitment and emotional pressure from others, or being made to feel obligated to meet
their romantic expectations of you. Instead, you thrive on change and variety in love and the
thrill of the new. Conventional and routine relationships will drive you to distraction.
Adventurous and receptive to new experiences, you are fun to be with and open to
experimentation. Artistically, you appreciate anything that is modern, original and unique.

Midpoints
Venus = Mars/Saturn (-1°26' Separating)
An emotionally detached, reserved and unyielding disposition. Facing obstacles, tensions
and barriers in romantic life and partnerships. Frustrated and suppressed passion.
Contending with compromise and conflict in love. Sexual restraint or lack of sexual drive.
Emotional shutdown; suffering from a 'broken heart'. Rejecting others and being rejected.
Difficulty coming to terms with losses and separations. Demanding and time-consuming
creative ventures.
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Venus = Sun/Neptune (-1°18' S d)
A romantic and soft-hearted nature. Devotional and sentimental inclinations. Idealism in
love and personal relationships. Emotional and sexual infatuations. Vulnerability.
Despondency and renunciation in love. Misplaced trust; exposure to deceptive influences
within partnerships. Inspired creativity. A refined visual sense with a love of the arts.
Venus = Mercury/Moon's North Node (+0°57’ Applying)
Entertaining conversations with others. Developing a mental rapport between partners.
Intimate discussions within associations. Forming close friendships and relationships.
Enjoying good company and mixing socially. An active involvement in artistic or creative
circles. Circulating information about artistic or social events.
Venus = Saturn/Moon's North Node (+1°29’ Applying)
Enjoying periods of solitude. Appreciating stability and loyalty in partnerships. Relationships
which mature with time; an attraction to older or younger partners. Emotional reserve and
sexual restraint within relationships. Difficulties reconciling problems in love. Strained
interactions. Challenging family dynamics. Separation. Respecting the authority of an elder.
Venus = Pluto/Midheaven (+1°48' S d)
Personal magnetism. A deep desire for union and intimacy. Intense and consuming sexual
relationship. Powerful and profound love partnerships. Deep and personally meaningful
connections. Specialised talent. Recognition within creative professions. Major changes
through love. A love affair that changes the course of one's life.
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Mars
Mars: Your Capacity for Action and Personal Desires.
Mars in Capricorn
Mars represents your drive, physical energy and initiative, as well as issues connected with
sexuality and power. It indicates the work you choose and the way you will approach it.
Mars is strongly associated with your experience of brothers, the father and the masculine
element of the psyche. Where Mars is there is always energy and the fighting instinct to get
on in life. Mars shows your challenges and your ability to meet them with courage.
Anatomically speaking, Mars is connected with the muscular system.
In karmic astrology Mars shows how assertive the soul will be in pursuing its goals and
objectives. It also shows your experiences with conflict in the past.
You are ambitious and have the capability to set your sights on an objective and to reach it
by practical work and effort. You have the ability for strategy and planning and are wellsuited to managerial positions. Known for your efficiency, you can be relied upon to carry
out well-planned actions effectively and with the minimum of fuss.
This is a strong placement for Mars; your worldly ambitions may well take you into public
life. You are highly motivated towards success and assert yourself in a rational, selfcontrolled, disciplined, well-organised, persistent, structured and effective manner to
realise your goals. Conventional and conservative, much of your energy is channelled into
professional ambition and social advancement - you like to see practical results for your
efforts and take pride in doing a job correctly. Endurance is one of your strengths and you
could take up any kind of physical activity from marathon running to rock climbing and do
extremely well at it.
On occasion you can be calculating, selfish, materialistic and show a total disregard for
others. Sexual relationships are not always a priority - at times you may feel inhibited and
clumsy in this department. However, if married, sex is elevated to the status of 'duty to
perform. Lovemaking in usually conventional, controlled and unimaginative, but you do
have your moments of transcendence.

Mars in 7th House
Mars is the planet that is closest to the earth; it represents your capacity for dynamic
expression, individualism and physical activity. The placement of Mars shows how you exert
your energy and work the hardest to get things done. Mars’ energy can either be very
constructive or very destructive, depending on how you channel it. When used well it will
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give you vitality, stamina and achievement, however if channelled badly then it will tend to
result anger and violence. The trick is to be aware of this energy and apply it well.
The House Mars resides in shows the specific area in which you desire to invest energy. This
house will also show where you are most dynamic and where you are confronted with
issues of power. Battles are fought in this area.
Aspects to Mars show specific attractions to men, or specific sexual preferences. They show
the way you use your energy and special talents for particular kinds of work.
With Mars in the Seventh House you are likely to exert your energy and initiative in active
co-operation with others as associates or in partnerships of some kind. You can be
aggressive and forceful in intimate relationships, or you may marry someone with this
natural temperament. An early marriage is possible and your energy and passion will ensure
a happy, demonstrative and rewarding sex-life. You are likely to gain popularity, social
success, money or property through your marriage partner.
With this placing of Mars it is important to be restrained in all dealings with associates,
business partners and the opposite sex. If your aggressive nature becomes dominant there
is danger of trouble and loss through public opposition, unpopularity, damaged
relationships, female enmity or litigation.
You are drawn to active, energetic and enthusiastic people. You like to take part in team
activities or projects together with a partner. Direct and competitive in your relationships,
you need a partner that you can spar with. Quarrels and disagreements are frequent in your
personal unions. Other people can annoy or irritate you if they interfere in your life, or insist
on organising you against your will. You are outgoing and sociable and tend to make and
break contacts quickly and impulsively.

Aspects
Mars Trine Pluto (2°11' Separating)
Your commitment to activities that you are passionate about is legendary. You invest huge
amounts of emotional energy and vigour into your objectives. You have the motivational
power to work long and arduous hours to see any task through to a successful conclusion.
Mars Conjunct Moon's North Node (5°49’ Applying)
You have a strong desire to take part in collaborative efforts. However, for this to succeed
you need to tone down your tendency to dominate or compete with others. Team sports
are an excellent outlet for this astrological pairing.
Mars = Sun/Jupiter (-1°25' Separating)
Pursuing personal objectives with self-confidence and enthusiasm. Successful personal
ventures and realised ambitions. Accomplishing goals by taking decisive and affirmative
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action. High degrees of self-motivation and initiative. Productivity. Self-promotion and
personal advancement. An active social life. Contacts with prominent people. Business
activity.
Mars = Sun/Uranus (+0°29’ Applying)
Advocating and defending freedom of self-expression. The will and courage to instigate
reforms. Highly resourceful. Impulsive or spontaneous actions and reactions. A sense of
immediacy. States of tension and friction. Confrontations and conflict. Acting upon intuition.
A motivator and agitator. Wilful and bossy. Impatience. Accident proneness.
Mars = Venus/Neptune (+0°31’ Applying)
Inspired creative initiatives. Artistic and musical appreciation. Enjoying social activity and
entertainment. Secret longings and desires. Strong infatuations. Pursuing unrealistic or
elusive fantasies. Unfulfilled romantic and sexual yearnings. Disappointment in love.
Cravings and addictions.
Mars = Moon/Midheaven (+1°46' S d)
Trusting and acting on instincts. Having a strong feeling about people or situations.
Encouraging and supporting others. Directing energy into professional ventures. Ambitious
and career orientated women. Emotional and sexual compatibility between partners.
Forming dynamic connections. Impulsive and reactive tendencies. Adapting to personal and
domestic changes and disruptions.
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Jupiter
Jupiter: Your Social, Cultural & Educational Values.
Jupiter in Aquarius
Jupiter is the largest planet in the solar system and is orbited by its own cosmos of moons.
Jupiter represents expansion and our drive for insight on an intellectual, philosophical and
religious level. Jupiter invariably brings good fortune; its influence is to expand and enhance
the affect of everything it comes into contact with.
As Jupiter takes 12 years to orbit the Sun, it spends one year in each sign of the zodiac,
therefore its influence in the horoscope is sometimes more collective than personal. The
sign where Jupiter is positioned reveals the sphere of life where cultural influences and
social drives for expansion or improvement are strongest.
In karmic astrology, Jupiter shows the area where your soul must grow, but without going to
excess. It also represents your karma of a religious or philosophical nature.
You have an impartial and unprejudiced nature, with a strong social sense. You have
humanitarian tendencies and can be tolerant and accepting of the viewpoints of others,
even if you don't agree with them. Equally, you can be provocative and revolutionary in your
thinking, especially in regard to social or humanitarian issues.
Jupiter in Aquarius gives you the opportunity to develop an independent, self-willed,
tolerant, humanitarian, broad-minded, optimistic, inventive, democratic and original nature.
There is an innate desire to penetrate the deeper subjects of life such as social science, new
technology, philosophy, religion, astrology, metaphysics and occult wisdom. Your strength
lies in your ability to be innovative, open to new progressive concepts, willing to experiment
and to reject customs and traditions when they cease to serve any positive function in the
present. These qualities are necessary in order to fully expand you personality and life
experience.
Social life is extremely important; you will tend to associate with friends that are seeking to
pioneer some new, noble way of life for humanity. You have an expansive view of the world;
one that includes humanity and not only your own personal circle; but a wider all
encompassing one. You come to understand that any form of social reform should be in line
with humanitarian and moral principles.
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Jupiter in 9th House
Jupiter is concerned primarily with learning, philosophy, religion and languages; its influence
encourages optimism and brings good fortune but also the danger of excess on occasion. It
is the planet of wisdom and success... of expansion. It brings a strong desire for
understanding and the tendency to have well formed opinions.
The House Jupiter is positioned in shows where you will find good fortune and expansion in
your personal life. The Ninth House indicates the specific area in life where you gain insight
and grow in understanding; this area will generally be very fortunate for you.
The aspects that Jupiter forms in your chart (Which are a little further down the page) reveal
the areas where your need for expansion, influence and understanding is paramount. These
aspects show the specific areas where your search for optimism, growth, success and
wisdom is most pronounced.
This is a very natural and thus powerful placement for Jupiter and endows you with
significant intellectual potential, a good imagination and the tendency to have well formed
opinions. The acquisition of knowledge and the need to study is all important for you. With
Jupiter in the Ninth House you will gain through higher education and the pursuit of your
ideals.
You have a deep interest in philosophy, religion and higher learning. You are a seeker of
knowledge and wisdom. Most probably, you will travel widely and acquire a good education
and, if your religious inclinations are strong enough, you may study theology or comparative
religions.
Possessing good intuition, clear foresight, breath of vision and a peaceful, logical and an
optimistic disposition, you could achieve honour and distinction in religious, intellectual,
academic, legal, philosophic or philanthropic affairs. Vocationally, you may have a flair for
teaching or lecturing, the legal profession, publishing or the travel industry. You may be a
university professor or philosopher or conduct workshops and seminars on esoteric
subjects.
Your outlook on life is positive and you possess great breadth of vision. You are likely to
undertake a great deal of travel and deep study of foreign cultures which will serve to
expand your intellectual perspective. Gains can be made in abroad.

Aspects
Jupiter Opposition Uranus (3°48’ Applying)
It is difficult to say for certain how this aspect will play out in your life because it is truly
unpredictable. For example, you are prone to experiencing sudden events that can change
your life dramatically, for better or worse. You are quite happy doing your own thing and
don't concern yourself with other people's opinions. Your faith in your own abilities is
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usually strong and, regardless of what may be happening in your life, your trust in the future
rarely flags. You have an eye for good opportunities, coupled with a keen intuition and an
exceptional sense of timing. At times, you can be annoyingly contradictory by fluctuating
between liberal and hard-line attitudes.
Jupiter Square Pluto (2°46' Separating)
You have a strong desire to make your mark on the world and to accomplish something of
significance. Your ambition and self-motivation is pronounced, and you will pursue your
goals in life with passion and intensity. If other factors in your chart support it, this aspect
can bring you power and leadership over others. At the very least, you will be known in your
own group or community for organising others and taking charge of situations. However,
watch that you don't let power go to your head, because you will turn people against you,
especially if they think they're being manipulated. Similarly, you can risk placing yourself in
serious loss situations if you provoke those with greater authority than yourself.

Midpoints
Jupiter = Moon/Neptune (-1°17’ Applying d)
A highly sensitive and emotional temperament. Psychic sensitivity. Empathic qualities; a
giving and caring nature. Benevolence. Religious, spiritual and philosophical ideals. Easily
inspired. A social conscience - a Good Samaritan. A risk of fostering unrealistic expectations.
Immoderation; addictive tendencies. Escapism.
Jupiter = Uranus/Pluto (+0°31’ Applying)
A wealth of creative power. Exploring alternative and viable ways of doing things.
Confidently taking on large-scale projects. Exceptional drive and motivation. Significant and
unique achievements through the constructive use of creative energies. Lucrative ventures.
Successfully initiating reforms. Religious and philosophical convictions. A successful
revolutionary.
Jupiter = Sun/Moon's North Node (+0°38' S d)
Forming important and influential connections. The ability to mix well and integrate easily
with others. Beneficial relationships. Cultivating a wide sphere of business and social
associations. Skilled in public relations. Successful collaboration. Popularity.
Jupiter = Venus/Ascendant (+1°50' Separating)
An attractive and popular personality. Personal charm and appeal. Enjoying an active social
life. Mixing with the 'in crowd'. Affluent ties and connections. Aesthetic and tasteful
environments. Moving within artistic and creative circles. Loving and generous partnerships.
Extravagance and indulgence. Vanity. Pampering or being pampered. Material acquisitions.
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Saturn
Saturn: Your Capacity for Organisation, Work, Self Discipline & Serious Issues.
Saturn in Aries
Saturn represents structure; another name for Saturn was Chronos; the Greek God of Time.
Time is an invisible yet all encompassing Saturnian influence that affects each and every one
of us every minute of every day.
Saturn contributes rules, boundaries and limitations to your; reminding you of your duty
and responsibility. By heeding that reminder you develop self discipline and
organisation/organization].
Saturn's influence in a Sign centres primarily on the cultural and authoritarian influences
and trends found in society as a whole. Perhaps more importantly for your efforts or
accomplishments.
At times you will be strong, brave and assertive, but on other occasions you may show
inhibition and even weakness. Developing self-confidence, courage, and self belief are
important tasks for you. Once you determine your own life direction it is important that you
follow it with confidence and courage. You must learn to carve out a piece of life for yourself
and become self sufficient.
As you mature you will develop a strong, stable ego and adopt an agreeable social persona.
These qualities will enable you overcome feelings of fear and self-doubt, and to face the
challenges of the outer world as a free soul with a true sense of worth and purpose.
Saturn in Aries helps with your concentration and reasoning ability, you enjoy stimulating
debate. This influence also gives you an amazing amount of willpower. You have the
capacity for great resourcefulness which, if channelled constructively can lead you to initiate
great projects and see them through to a successful conclusion.
Saturn in 10th House
Saturn provides structure and foundation; it teaches you through experience, showing you
the rules of the game in this physical reality. Saturn's House position shows where
specifically you will experience the greatest challenges and limitations, but by meeting those
challenges, it shows you where can eventually create the firmest of foundations and
structures. This is an area that will absorb much of your time. No matter how hard you try to
avoid commitment in this area, you will be forced by circumstances to overcome your fears
and become an expert in the field indicated.
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Aspects to Saturn revealed by your chart show areas of the personality where you will feel a
lack of confidence, particularly in your youth. In these areas you will be more inclined to feel
hesitant, repressed, desperate for recognition and frustrated. Normally you will build up
self-reliance and independence in these areas after around 30 years of age
This is a very well placed location for Saturn; endowing you with a practical and prudent
outlook to life. A Tenth House Saturn suggests that your career or area of responsibility in
the world relates in some way to the attainment of public power and status through
positions of authority and professionalism. You should bear your Saturn influences in mind
when considering your Midheaven analysis as the two will have a profound influence on
each other.
You may have had a lack of opportunities in your youth and have met with obstacles, delay,
dull periods and disappointment. Your drive for status and advancement, combined with
steady, persevering hard work will enable you to rise above your sphere in life - possibly in
your middle years.
Vocational matters are of supreme importance to you, and you'll work hard to achieve your
professional ambitions. You may experience obstructions in your career, but these can be
overcome with perseverance and endurance.
You will have to gain knowledge and expertise associated with worldly power, status,
achievement, practical accomplishment and the ability to deal effectively with authority.
Your deep need for financial security and self-sufficiency will provide the necessary impetus
for success.
Your desire to attain success and positions of power and authority is strong and realisable.
However, the potential for a fall from grace or a reversal in fortune is just as strong, if you
abuse your position.

Aspects
Saturn Quincunx Uranus (2°54' Separating)
You often feel tense and churned up inside, as you struggle between the urge to conform
and the urge to assert your individuality. One side of you wants to be like everyone else
while the other side cannot bear the thought of it. Also, when you feel the pressure for
change building up within you, don't suppress it because you may cause yourself stress and
even possible physical injury. For your own peace of mind you need to find a balance
between these conflicting urges. You are quite rebellious and will buck against anyone or
anything that restricts your freedom.
Saturn Sextile Moon's North Node (1°28' Separating)
You have a sense of responsibility towards the important people in your life and can be
relied upon to be loyal and dependable. Your associations with others of a wide-age
difference - either older or younger - are generally harmonious and free from stress or
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pressure. You enjoy the company of older people for their knowledge and experience and,
likewise, you appreciate young people for their fresh outlooks and vitality.

Midpoints
Saturn = Sun/Ascendant (-1°37’ Applying)
A wary or guarded personality. Solitary inclinations. Defining one's own space and
boundaries. Initial hesitation and shyness when first meeting others. Restraint and reserve.
The inability to integrate easily with others. Difficulty gaining acknowledgment and credit
when it is due. Working hard for respect from others. Separative trends or inclinations.
Saturn = Uranus/Neptune (+0°23’ Applying)
Tenuous security. Recognising that nothing is permanent or guaranteed. The rapid erosion
of reality systems and formerly established structures. Feeling overwhelmed by situations
outside of personal control. Attempting to install safeguards against failure and disorder. A
fear of loss. Contending with turmoil and insecurity. Anguish and despair. Significant
separations.
Saturn = Mars/Midheaven (+0°41' Separating)
Persisting against the odds. Focused will and determination. Accountability for actions taken
and not taken. Contending with professional difficulties or worries. The necessity to reassess
vocational aims and objectives. A compromised will. The loss of status and reputation
through ill-considered actions. Having to concede defeat - to terminate a course of action.
Sacrifices.
Saturn = Sun/Venus (+1°03' S d)
Controlled passion; emotional and sexual restraint. Difficulties within intimate relationships.
One-sidedness within love relationships. The need for solidarity and trust between partners.
Enduring affections. Dedication to those of significance. Achieving desires through patience.
Time heals or hardens the heart. Compromises and sacrifices - renunciation. Separative
influences in love.
Saturn = Moon/Mars (+1°32' Separating)
Dealing with personal problems directly and efficiently. Working through challenges;
persisting against the odds - or despite setbacks. Contending with restrictive and combative
influences. A frustrated determination. Fluctuating degrees of impetus and motivation.
Repressed emotional and sexual desires. Crankiness. Decisive separations.
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Uranus
Uranus: Your Ability for Original Self Expression & the Search for New Experience.
Uranus in Virgo
Uranus is often associated with revolution and change; it represents your drive to be
unique, to shock and to surprise and brings sudden and unpredictable events. Uranus is the
catalytic planet of chaos and change; it tends to be associated the raising of your personal
conscious, technology and your need for freedom.
Your generation also has a curious mixture of both conservative, ethical people, and
rebellious, disruptive people. There seems to be little middle ground for your age group, and
you swing from one extreme or the other.
You belong to a generation that needs to be flexible and adaptable in regard to vocational
and employment matters; expect sudden changes in your work. Technology plays a large
part in your working life.
You have original ideas in areas as diverse as health, science and technology. You seek your
independence through meticulous intellectual research in whatever you undertake. There
can be heath problems with this placement that lead you to look into alternative medicine
and healing.
You are part of a 7 year group of people who employ their skills and creativity to bring about
a great deal of practical reform in education, medical care, and other social services. You
may have to take responsibility for your own physical well-being, possibly due to such
reforms in the health sectors. Your innovations are not radical or unusual, but they are
usually effective.
Uranus in 3rd House
Uranus places a great deal of focus on your individuality, and the house in which you find
Uranus denotes the area of your life where you will be most original and where sudden
developments will raise your consciousness. While Uranus often brings disruption, it is this
disruption that will liberate you. When used productively Uranus encourages originality,
versatility, independence, friendliness, occultism and unconventionality.
The aspects Uranus makes show in what part of your personality you have the greatest need
to break free and act in the most unique and individual way. These aspects indicate rather
extreme character traits where you may wish to shock others, or inspire them to change.
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With a Third House Uranus you are likely to seek individual freedom of expression through
your original, intellectual, inventive, ingenious, unconventional and unusual mind. An
original thinker and communicator, you have the ability for outlining progressive and
revolutionary ideas, or weird and eccentric ones. Your schooling may have been unusual in
some way, or possibly interrupted. You have a low threshold for boredom and require
ample intellectual stimulation. Modern technology, scientific breakthroughs, mystical
subjects and whatever's "in", all interest you. Your relationships with relatives and
neighbours are rarely dull.
A natural free-thinker you possess logic and a rational outlook on life and expect logical
answers to your questions. You will explore new ideas and new areas of knowledge without
becoming influenced by other people s biased opinions. You may become involved with
some kind of reform.
You probably made rather erratic progress at school and didn’t take too kindly to discipline.
Travel will be an important feature and may rather sudden or unexpected at times.

Aspects
Uranus Trine Neptune (6°35' Separating)
The aspects between the so-called generational planets cause effects that are more
collective than individual. On a personal level, you are someone who has an interest in
gaining spiritual understanding. You may be psychically gifted, if other factors in your
horoscope support this.
Uranus Square Pluto (6°34’ Applying)
You were born during an era that witnessed much social change and revolution, some of
which was destructive and violent. Sometimes you can be confronted with situations that
are so intense that the only thing you can do is take sudden or drastic measures. You
challenge the accepted standards of society and resist conforming to others' values if they
compromise your own.
Uranus Quincunx Moon's North Node (1°27' Separating)
You either prefer the company of unusual and original people, or you come across to others
as unconventional and eccentric yourself. You enjoy change and variety with regard to your
associations and can be inclined to make and break contacts suddenly and unexpectedly.
When meeting new people, you tend to assess their character intuitively and quickly. You
may associate with people who expose you to unsettling or disruptive experiences.
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Midpoints
Uranus = Mercury/Mars (-1°16’ Applying d)
A quick and resourceful intellect. Having a ready answer, especially when 'put on the spot'.
Rapid reply and retaliation. An advocate for change and reform; for freedom of speech and
action. The courage to speak out, often without considering the repercussions. Assessing
situations swiftly. A defiant nature. A wicked temper; provoking others or being provoked.
Accident and injury proneness.
Uranus = Mars/Saturn (-0°44’ Applying d)
Intense frustration. Coping under duress. Exposure to volatile, challenging and perilous
influences. The state of being caught off-guard or suddenly disadvantaged. Defence and
attack. Hostile actions; aggravating and debilitating circumstances. Angst. Decisive
separations. The experience of loss and grief.
Uranus = Sun/Neptune (-0°36’ Applying)
Sudden inspiration. Enthusiastically pursuing idealistic or creative objectives. Spiritual
awakening. Accentuated sensitivity. Being readily 'thrown off balance' (by inner or external
experienceSeparating). States of disorientation and confusion. Upsetting and destabilising
experiences. Experimentation with intoxicants and stimulants. The sudden depletion of
vitality. Contending with health issues.
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Neptune
Neptune: Your Imaginative, Spiritual and Intuitive Faculties.
Neptune in Taurus
You have an instinctive sense of shape and form. You have a talent for creative designing,
coupled with good taste and an appreciation of the arts and music. Your generation has a
spiritual connection with the land and nature. Neptune also reveals where you cling to your
illusions; in Taurus for example, your point of illusion may be your materialism.
Neptune in 11th House
Neptune reveals your personality traits that are strongly affected by dreams and idealism.
This indicates where you have unrealistic expectations and where you perhaps need to
refine your nature through spiritual insight to avoid disappointment.
Aspects to Neptune can offer specific pointers as to the areas of your life that are strongly
affected by dreams, idealism and expectations.
You can tend to be idealistic about your friends and inclined to see the best in them;
however there is a risk of being let down, betrayed or led astray by some of them.
Positively, you have the power to form friendships that are based on shared spiritual or
creative interests and may establish contacts with artists, visionaries and mystics.
Your imaginative and spiritual potential will manifest through friendships or group
associations working for a humanitarian purpose. Friends may include idealists, mystics,
psychics, poets, musicians and stage artists. You are likely to have strange experiences and
gains through mediumistic or spiritual people. Conversely, on occasion, you may attract
weird, seductive and unstable types of personalities that bring unsavoury and complicated
problems into your life.

Aspects
Neptune Square Moon's North Node (5°08' Separating)
Your judgement of other people's character is often flawed. You can tend to praise those
who don't deserve it and ignore those who do. There is a very real danger of being deceived
by others. Positively, you can empathise with others and show genuine compassion and
devotion. You may associate with creative and artistic people and share an appreciation of
the arts, music and spiritual subjects.
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Midpoints
Neptune = Uranus/Ascendant (-1°24’ Applying)
An intuitive and instinctive sense of timing - and of the 'moment'. A highly sensitive and
responsive nature. Assimilating and adapting to environmental influences. The tendency to
waver or hesitate; to suddenly doubt self and abilities. Easily overwhelmed and upset.
Unwelcome intrusions and interference from others - or the environment. Difficulty warding
off negative influences.
Neptune = Venus/Jupiter (-0°38’ Applying)
Living in hope - dreaming of happiness and satisfaction in life. The power to wish;
heightened levels of expectancy and anticipation. Giving whole-heartedly and
unconditionally. Seducing another or being seduced. Unrealistic expectations in love and sex
life. Dissatisfaction and disappointment within partnerships. The disenchanted lover.
Indulgence, extravagance and excess. Careless spending.
Neptune = Mercury/Midheaven (+0°07' Separating)
Imagining a myriad of possibilities and potentialities in life. Being motivated by idealistic
thoughts and ideas. An interest in metaphysical matters. Psychic perception. Aspiring
spiritual understanding. Meditation; relaxing the mind. Moments of indecision and
vacillation. Unrealistic aims and aspirations. Inner insecurity. Instability in professional and
domestic life. Vocational shifts and re-alignments.
Neptune = Saturn/Midheaven (+0°39' Separating)
Seeking (spiritual) answers to the meaning of life. Developing belief in oneself and one's
abilities with age, maturity and experience. Standing tenaciously by an ideal, despite
setbacks and delays. Making sacrifices to realise aspirations. Having few illusions about
certain realities. Recycling phases of uncertainty, insecurity and fear (of losSeparating). The
undermining of personal and professional support networks and frameworks.
Neptune = Moon/Mercury (+0°58' Separating)
A sensitive and imaginative nature. Creative imagery; an entertaining storyteller.
Instinctively picking up on the thoughts and feelings of others. Psychic perception. Overly
receptive to what others have to say - a risk of being easily 'sucked in'. Naivety and
gullibility. Misunderstandings and misapprehensions within emotional or family
relationships. Distrust and dishonesty.
Neptune = Venus/Uranus (+1°16' Separating)
An alluring and flirtatious nature; the ability to tantalise and beguile. Enticing others or
being enticed. Receptive to sexual experimentation. Secret infatuations. Potential disloyalty
- indiscretions. Emotional turmoil. Instability and confusion within relationships. Inspired
artistic originality. Creative perception.
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Neptune = Moon/Saturn (+1°29' Separating)
Making personal sacrifices. Spending time in solitude - creating a sanctuary for self. Pursuing
a spiritual discipline. Asceticism. Emotional despondency - feeling empty and drained.
Difficulty curtailing fears and insecurities; negative inner states. The potential for neglecting
responsibilities and priorities. Incidents which undermine personal and family
circumstances.
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Pluto
Pluto: Your Integration of Change, Elimination & Renewal.
Pluto in Taurus
Pluto has a very irregular orbit and can be in any one Sign from 14 to over 30 years. Though
never passive, its influence though in a Sign is felt more on a collective than a personal level.
Pluto tears down our habits and belief systems and replaces them with new ones; think of
the impact of Hitler and Gandhi – two extremes of Pluto’s ability to bring about radical and
far reaching change across society as a whole.
Pluto's zodiac position reveals the area of society where total transformations will take
place - often with far reaching consequences; rooting out basic imbalances and replacing it
with something totally new. Pluto brings about the process of death and rebirth but this it is
seldom painless and trouble free.
You are part of a 30 year group of people who are highly motivated by practical concerns.
You have a strong psychological need to feel that there is a firm foundation and a solid basis
for your life. You have an irresistible urge to make sure that the basics are taken care of and
everything is built on a solid foundation. Consequently, you works hard to develop facilities
that are essential foundations for prosperous living.
You are motivated by an over-riding urge to acquire, possess and own. Your generation is
very concerned with land, natural resources, pollution and national boundaries. At a
personal level, you may over-indulge in sensuality and sensory stimulation.

Pluto in 11th House
Pluto brings about transformation and regeneration whether we want it or not. Esoterically
speaking, it is also said to be the higher octave of Mars and governs various types of occult
practices including magic, bi-location, the afterlife and reincarnation.
The House position of Pluto shows in what specific area of your life you focus too intensely
and have a powerful drive for control. This area often shows where you have experienced
trauma - at some point in the life a total transformation will take place here and the doors
to your subconscious will open.
The aspects to Pluto listed below show the most intense psychological drives in your
personality. In these areas of your personality you will be most magnetic and dominating.
This stems from an unconscious need for control, which in turn stems from a deep fear of
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being powerless. Crises and transformation will arise and ultimately be resolved in these
areas.
With Pluto in the Eleventh House opportunities for transforming or regenerating yourself
may come through powerful friends or group associates. You possess natural leadership
qualities and a magnetic personality that should be developed to lead others in social
welfare, educational, humanitarian, or charitable causes.
You can attract powerful friends and supporters who can have a beneficial or destructive
influence in your life. You may align yourself with reformatory social or political groups. At
certain junctures in life, you can abandon long-held goals and pursue completely different
ones.
You are fiercely loyal to the cause and people of the moment but you can also be ruthless in
pursuing your goals and objectives. Your expectations can be high, demanding a lot from
yourself and others. However, you can inspire great admiration from those around you - or
hatred, if you adopt a dictatorial attitude.
There is a strong possibility of association with occult or metaphysical groups.

Midpoints
Pluto = Moon's North Node/Midheaven (-1°56’ Applying)
High-powered and dynamic connections and activity. Excelling through joint endeavour and
participation. Significant accomplishments with colleagues or partners. Combining forces for
specific aims and aspirations. Dedicated commitment. Dramas through manipulation and
coercion. Intense power struggles. Individuals accustomed to dominating proceedings.
Pluto = Saturn/Ascendant (-1°48’ Applying )
An isolationist. Oppressive and destructive environmental influences. Repressing others or
being repressed. Power and control issues within partnerships. The state of being severely
compromised and distressed. Enforced restrictions. Adjusting to limiting personal
conditions. Impenetrable barriers. Conclusive endings and beginnings to significant chapters
in life.
Pluto = Moon/Moon's North Node (-1°06’ Applying)
Intense personal and family dynamics - feeling deeply bound or connected to significant
people. Emotional commitment and support within relationships. Deeply moving
experiences in life shared with others. Contending with dramas and upheavals within
partnerships - power struggles. Emotional manipulation.
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Pluto = Mercury/Venus (+0°20' Separating)
An extremely charming and persuasive nature. Acutely perceptive and discerning. Knowing
how to easily get what is wanted in life. An intense creative focus; making a compelling
statement - verbally, visually or artistically. Obsessive and possessive in love and sexual
partnerships. Talking about love matters incessantly.
Pluto = Sun/Mars (+0°29' Separating)
Ruthlessly pursuing goals and ambitions. Pushing self relentlessly; potential exhaustion and
'burn out'. An aggressive or warring nature. Volatile and extreme actions or reactions. A
preference for 'calling the shots'. Power struggles; a lack of compromise and tolerance.
Obsessive behaviour. Subjection to physical and mental pressure.
Pluto = Neptune/Midheaven (+0°38' Separating)
Deeply impressionable, vulnerable and sensitive. Commitment to idealistic aims and
ambitions. Profound insights and discoveries. Spiritual, mystical and metaphysical
aspirations. Spiritual practices and purges - yoga. Periodic confusion with regard to direction
or path in life. Professional insecurity and pressure. Underhanded activity; a risk of being
'caught in the act' or 'found out'. Unwise risks and speculations. Manipulating and deceiving
others - or vice versa.
Pluto = Venus/Saturn (+0°52' Separating)
Feeling uncomfortable with overt displays of affection and intimacy. Emotional and sexual
restraint. Deep-rooted fears or inhibitions in love and sexuality. Suppressive tendencies.
Manipulation and control issues within partnerships. Fanaticism. Destructive elements
within love relationships. A hidden affair or liaison. Intense loyalty towards loved ones.
Pluto = Moon/Neptune (+1°28' Separating)
A deeply sensitive and vulnerable nature. Intense emotional or psychic experiences.
Extreme reactions and responses. Feeling overwhelmed and incapable of fending off
negative or manipulative forces. States of confusion and instability. Susceptible to habit
forming dependencies.
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Moon's North Node
The Moon's North Node: Your Life Path.
Moon's North Node in Aquarius
Friendship is the most important form of relationship for you to make. You are drawn to
free-thinking, independent and inventive people, who have original outlooks. There may be
a tendency to make and break contacts suddenly. You may belong to groups who advocate
reforms.
Moon's North Node in 8th House
The North Node (also called the ascending node or dragons head) shows how you relate to
other people. In your chart the North Node can be found transiting the Eighth House. When
the North Node is in the Eighth House, the House of ‘Regeneration’, the corresponding
South Node is in the Second House; the House of ‘Values’.
This placement emphasizes your desire to search for and discover the truth and unlock the
secrets hidden from view. It also increases the prospect of robust health and longevity. You
have a fundamental need for transformation, change, and regeneration that will touch all
aspects of your life; you evolve through your dealings with others and your quest for hidden
knowledge. There is a need to transform totally your personality – possibly through
unexpected events and sudden changes that bring an element of risk with them.
Jealous or secretive tendencies are slowly outgrown and eventually, a new birth of purpose
leads you to a more constructive view of the world and society. Be mindful of your dreams;
they may contain significant psychic insights that may have a bearing on real life scenarios.
Powers of self-control and discipline are used to change life circumstances. Success is
achieved through a fully transformed, open and self-motivated personality.
Your karmic lesson can be to accept the facts of life; as hard as they may sometimes be. You
may have to deal with inheritances, legacies or shared financial arrangements.

Midpoints
Moon's North Node = Mercury/Uranus (-0°31’ Applying)
Connecting with interesting, progressive and free-thinking people. Intuitively knowing what
others are thinking - or what they are about to say. Stimulating associations. Joint research;
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discovering new things in conjunction with others. Networking. New Age and alternative
thinkers.
Moon's North Node = Mars/Neptune (-0°20’ Applying)
Associating with creative and spiritual people - shared idealism and inspiration. Influences
which actively undermine associations; the inability to fend off negative elements. Difficulty
coping with relationship demands. Deception and distrust. Tenuous and unreliable
connections. Instability within partnerships. Contending with health issues in self and
others.
Moon's North Node = Saturn/Uranus (+0°00' Separating)
Contending with issues pertaining to restriction and the need for freedom within
relationships. Determining to make partnerships work, despite difficulties and frustrations.
Stressful and tense connections. Incompatibility. Separations and sudden break-ups.
Moon's North Node = Sun/Midheaven (+0°27' Separating)
Dynamic personal and professional relationships; ambitious objectives and endeavours.
Leaders in a particular field of activity. Influential alliances and colleagues. Connecting with
the 'right' people at the right time.
Moon's North Node = Pluto/Ascendant (+0°27' Separating)
A magnetic personality. Powerful attractions and connections. Intense and dynamic
relationships. Connecting with influential and powerful people. Manipulating others or
being manipulated. Karmic and fated relationships. Power struggles within the environment
- and within partnerships.
Moon's North Node = Sun/Moon (+1°17' S d)
Forming significant unions throughout the course of life. Friendships and relationships which
are central to personal growth - and impact at a core level. A gift for forming and cultivating
connections. Satisfying experiences within groups or clubs. A supportive and consistent
member. Strong family ties and bonds. An attraction to kindred souls and spirits. Feeling 'at
one' with a partner; unity. A significant union - marriage.
Moon's North Node = Jupiter/Ascendant (+1°50' Separating)
Forming positive and beneficial connections in life. Being well thought of and respected by
friends and acquaintances. Generous and prosperous partnerships. Extending self to others
and vice versa. Socially gregarious; cultivating many contacts. Successful alliances.
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Moon's South Node
The Moon's South Node: Your Challenges in Relationships.
Moon's South Node in Leo
An over-bearing attitude or excessive pride will undermine your relationships.
Moon's South Node in 2nd House
With the Moon's South Node placed here, you experience difficulties with money and
possessions.
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Signs on the Cusps
1st House Cusp in Cancer
Your primary motivation in life is to feel emotionally secure. You are sensitive and
emotional; however you can also be over-sensitive and easily hurt by people. You are
receptive to the needs of others and have a natural desire to care for or protect people.
Family and domestic matters are always important to you and your home is your retreat and
sanctuary. At times, you are susceptible to changeable moods, irritability and touchiness.
2nd House Cusp in Cancer
You have a natural talent for dealing in real estate or property development. A cautious
investor, you tend to make financial decisions and purchases based on gut instincts. You are
naturally security conscious and appreciate the need to keep something in reserve for a
rainy day.
3rd House Cusp in Leo
You naturally adopt a leading position in conversations and in your interaction with people
that you is familiar with. Taking charge and offering ideas and suggestions is second nature
to you. You tend to dominate or organise your brothers and sisters. You may be the
coordinator of your local neighbourhood watch group or community centre.
4th House Cusp in Virgo
You prefer your domestic circumstances to be modest and easy to manage; the mansion
with the extended grounds is not your style. You may work from home, or at least have a
study or workshop on the property.
5th House Cusp in Libra
You love being in love. You desire fairness and justice in love and prefer the attention of
intelligent and refined admirers. Beauty, the arts and culture are all important to you. You
are sociable, gregarious and maintain an active social life. Teaching or coaching children may
give you a lot of satisfaction.
6th House Cusp in Sagittarius
In general, you have an optimistic and positive attitude towards work. You like jobs that
tackle life's issues or make a difference, such as teaching, coaching, advising, consulting and
so on. You are also attracted to work that has a high level of mobility and possible overseas
travel.
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7th House Cusp in Capricorn
You are quite an emotionally needy and sensitive person who requires someone to lean or
depend upon. You tend to attract, or be attracted to, down-to-earth and pragmatic
partners, who seem to know where they are going in life and how they're going to get there.
At times, partners may come across as wary or cautious.
8th House Cusp in Capricorn
A partner is likely to be a good manager of finances and shared resources, but may be strict
about releasing funds. Possibly, a partner could experience financial difficulties, which can
impact on you directly.
9th House Cusp in Aquarius
Your views on religion and spiritual questions alternate between progressive and
reformatory to fixed and inflexible. You appreciate the value of further education, and even
if you don't pursue formal qualifications you will strive to keep informed. You have an
interest in human nature and will seek to broaden your understanding of people through
study and travel. Important teachers and advisers tend to be individualistic, innovative and
original, but can also be eccentric and anti-social.
10th House Cusp in Pisces
Your vocational considerations are primarily spiritual and altruistic. You need to understand
the inner or mystical aspects of life and may seek work in career fields that assist others to
grow spiritually. Equally, you are imaginative and may gravitate towards creative or artistic
professions. At times, you may lack a clear sense of direction and experience periods of
vocational uncertainty and drifting.
11th House Cusp in Aries
Your friends tend to be energetic and direct in manner. They are usually busy people, who
enjoy active pursuits, sports and outdoor recreation. They may also be naturally competitive
and inclined to compete with you, or among themselves. Some of your friends may be
brash, rash, reckless or injury-prone.
12th House Cusp in Gemini
In times of worry or anxiety, you can tend to allow your mind to work overtime. You should
choose your confidants carefully, as a wrong word in the wrong ear could backfire on you.
Loose tongued companions could prove to be your undoing.
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House Rulers in Houses
1st House Cusp Ruler, Moon, in 6th House
You realise your primary motivation in life through developing and expressing useful skills.
You are well-suited to being of service to others and have a proper appreciation of work.
Your job may be connected with the health or service sectors.
2nd House Cusp Ruler, Moon, in 6th House
Putting it simply, you work for your money. Being in paid employment gives you a sense of
financial security. You are well-suited to service industry work or working in the health
sector. Employing others may help to generate wealth for you.
3rd House Cusp Ruler, Sun, in 10th House
You can make a name for yourself through developing your skills as a communicator. You
could gain recognition for writing or speaking. Your profession is likely to be busy, with
constant people contact, discussions and negotiations.
4th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 10th House
You are possibly quite status conscious and desire to do well in life. You may be groomed for
public life or positions of responsibility. Equally, there may be family members who hold
important stations in life or are well known. Your career may be connected to your home or
family.
5th House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 10th House
You have the potential for gaining a measure of recognition and authority in the creative
and visual arts, such as theatre, music, dance, painting and photography. Your hobbies,
including sporting interests, could become your vocation. If you have children, they may
become well-known.
6th House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 9th House
You may have to travel long distances for work, or have a job that is connected with the
travel or tourism industries. Your occupation may bring you into contact with foreigners
regularly. Alternatively, you could work within the publishing, teaching or higher education
sectors.
7th House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 10th House
Your personal relationships and dealings with others can affect your reputation for good or
bad. You may meet future partners through your work and may be helped in your career
through them. Less positively, there can be relationship difficulties if your career is too
demanding of your time.
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8th House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 10th House
The financial support and resources of others can advance your professional objectives.
Loans from banks or inheritances can assist you to further your career. You need to be
careful with respect to who you borrow money from, as shady deals could affect your
reputation.
9th House Cusp Ruler, Uranus, in 3rd House
This can be the natural placement of the teacher or writer, who presents his or her own
outlooks and philosophies in an informed and educated manner. A deep thinker, you have
thoughtful ideas to communicate and beliefs to express.
10th House Cusp Ruler, Neptune, in 11th House
Friends, benefactors and supporters can assist you professionally. You may work with a
friend or belong to a group or club that brings you into contact with influential people.
11th House Cusp Ruler, Mars, in 7th House
You may establish personal or professional partnerships with your friends, or a friend may
introduce you to a future partner. Your partner could influence you in the realisation of your
personal goals.
12th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 10th House
You can expect difficulties in your career or reputation if you engage in secretive behaviour
or behind-the-scenes manipulation of situations or people. Underhanded dealings can tend
to backfire on you and possibly bring you to the attention of the authorities or result in a
loss of face.
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Astrological Terms & their Meanings
The Zodiacal Signs

Principle

Keywords

Ruler

ARIES
TAURUS
GEMINI
CANCER
LEO
VIRGO
LIBRA
SCORPIO
SAGITTARIUS
CAPRICORN
AQUARIUS
PISCES

I Am
I Have
I Think
I Feel
I Will
I Analyse
I Balance
I Desire
I Aspire
I Use
I Know
I Believe

Motivated to act
Practical & persevering
Duality. Communicative
Emotional & nurturing
Desires recognition
Attention to detail
Relates to others
Intense & forceful
Broad outlook, idealistic
Realistic & responsible
Human understanding
Spiritual & sensitive

Mars
Venus
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars/Pluto
Jupiter
Saturn
Saturn/Uranus
Jupiter/Neptune

The Planets & Personal Points
SUN
MOON
MERCURY
VENUS
MARS
JUPITER
SATURN
URANUS
NEPTUNE
PLUTO
NORTH NODE
SOUTH NODE
ASCENDANT
MIDHEAVEN

Spirit, life force & identity. Masculine principle
Soul, emotions and instincts. Domesticity. Feminine principle
Intellect and power of communication. The reasoning mind
Love, beauty, art and attraction
Energy, action, aggression and conflict
Wisdom, expansion, optimism & success
Restriction, limitation, restraint & sorrow
Change, originality, revolution & eccentricity
Imagination, spirituality, inspiration, illusion & deception
Power, forces beyond personal control & transformation
Alliances, family ties and links with others
Karma and challenges in associations
Face you show the world. Primary motivation in life
Aim in life

The Houses
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th

HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE
HOUSE

Physical appearance, self-expression and vitality
Personal assets, wealth and earning ability
Immediate environment, siblings, mentality and communication
Home, family, origins, father and later life
Pleasures, amusements, love & children
Service, work & health
Partners, other people generally & open enemies
Other people's resources, wills, legacies & death
Long journeys, higher learning, religion and law
Reputation, career & the mother
Friends, benefactors and groups
Self-undoing, withdrawal, retreat and seclusion

The Aspects
CONJUNCTION
OPPOSITION
TRINE
SQUARE
SEXTILE
QUINCUNX
SESQUISQUARE
SEMISQUARE
SEMISEXTILE

Unity of energies, which can be harmonious or aggravating
Destructive or learning
Harmonious and flowing
Tension
Easy, creative and harmonious
Energies that work independently of each other
Problems that can become chronic if not addressed
Petty annoyances that can escalate
Minor disruptions, which usually work out for the best
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